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New websites launched

ORCiD: managing
your research identity

Open Researcher and
Contributor ID (ORCiD) is a
global initiative that
provides researchers with a
free, unique identifier that
can automatically link and
attribute your research
activities and outputs to
you, as well as from
Scopus and Web of
Science.
Free training sessions are
available from the Library to
help you register for an
ORCiD, and to answer any
questions about unique
research identifiers.

Review of ANU Press
2016 has seen changes to our websites. The ANU Gateway project has
delivered new ANU Library, ANU Archives and University Records websites,
and content from the Copyright and Freedom of Information websites has
been moved to the services section on the main ANU site. A new ANU Press
website will be launched shortly.
Work will continue to update and correct the information displayed on the
websites. If you need any assistance finding information please do not
hesitate to contact us.

Electronic Records Management System (ERMS)
The University’s ERMS is the place for the official records of the University. We
continue to offer training for users and Power users and provide information
and support online. We will be providing more information throughout this year
to help you get the most from the system.

ANU Press will be reviewed
this year. The Review
Panel, which will meet in
July, consists of Sir
Geoffrey Crossick, Director,
AHRC Cultural Value
Project and Distinguished
Professor of Humanities,
School of Advanced Study,
University of London; Amy
Brand, Director at The MIT
Press, and Andrew
Stammer, CSIRO
Publishing. All members of
the community will be given
the opportunity to make
submissions and attend
focus groups. Information is
now available about the
Review of the ANU Press.

Lost and overdue Library material

Annual report

The University provides a collection of resources through the Library to support
education and research. Maintaining the collection so it can be used by current
and future ANU students and staff is an important activity for the Library and
the community. Lost books and other material may be very difficult or
impossible to replace which reduces the material available to all at ANU. One
of the important mechanisms to ensure the return of material is fines.

Our annual report is now
online. In addition to
highlighting our
achievements in 2015, a list
of the resources cancelled
by the Library in 2015 is
also online.

The proposal to increase the fines was subject to consultation after the
increase in fines this year. Taking into account the focus groups held by
PARSA and ANUSA, the feedback from the University community and
submissions, the daily fee has been adjusted to $6 per day. The Library will
work with ANUSA and PARSA to seek to reduce the number of lost books and
other material. Anyone with a book that is due is reminded that unless the item
has been recalled the item can be renewed online, returned, or the Library
contacted to avoid fines.

Featured ANU Press
book

Upcoming exhibition:
Living, working & playing on Mt Stromlo

This year ANU celebrates its 70th anniversary and throughout this year our
exhibitions will feature many aspects of ANU and our people. The first
exhibition in the Menzies Library will look at life on Mt Stromlo, from the
building of the small community, to the day-to-day life of the families and
researchers who called it home. Do pop in and see material from our
collections, particularly the ANU Archives, and share your memories or create
new ones.
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China & ANU: Diplomats,
adventurers, scholars
By William Sima, copublished with Australian
Centre on China in the
World.
»Download this title

